Psytrance Bass Tools is a revolutionary way you will produce your basslines from now on. We reveal to you
all the secret sounds used by your favorite artists on biggest labels. These are the basslines dominating the
psytrance scene today - who mastered this level of sound are the ones you see on all the main stages
around the globe. Now you can do it too.
The pack is not just about pre-made Loops, it has Midi files, One Shots, Kontakt Instruments and couple of
killer presets. This is EXACTLY what you need to make world class basslines in your next tracks.
So what's inside and how this can help you?
WAV Loops - come BPM and Key-Labelled, they are easy to pitch into different Key and time-stretch to fit
your BPM. You can chop them and use parts to get unique bass sounds quickly.
MIDI Loops - corresponding to the WAV Loops, so you can see the notes and structure, remake it, use it as it
is , learn from it.
One Shots - some really bad ass, key-labelled bass shots, multi-sampled in all keys, ready to be used as
audio or in your favorite sampler.
Kontakt Instruments - these come in addition with the one-shots, full scale. Just play the melody you want
and record your basslines or use the midi files, full flexibility in your hands.
Presets - just an extra, couple of killer bass presets, see it as a bonus from the producer.
In addition to all of that, we also attached some insane extra Kick Shots to get you started. Use these
basslines in your next tracks and watch the labels grab them in speed of light.

Details:
- 207 x files in total
- 50 x Bass Loops (WAV)
- 50 x Bass MIDI Loops
- 86 x Bass Shots (multi-sampled)
- 6 Kontakt Instruments to control the Bass Shots (full keyboard scale)
- 10 x Kicks
- 4 x Presets (Massive, Cronox 2, Spire, Sylenth VSTs)
- Key & BPM Labelled
- 100% Royalty-Free

